Recent crystal and solution structures of components of the core transcription initiation complex that assembles at RNA polymerase II promoters reveal similarities to core histones and cyclin A. Transcription initiation at RNA polymerase II promoters in eukaryotes requires the assembly of a large multiprotein complex, containing both the polymerase itself and a host of associated factors. These act both to position the polymerase on the promoter DNA and to interact with transcriptional activators. This complex machine can exist independently as the polymerase II holoenzyme or may be assembled in situ on the promoter (reviewed in [1, 2] ). In the latter case, the initial step is the binding of the general transcription factor TFIID, itself a complex containing the TATA-binding protein (TBP) and an assemblage of associated proteins, termed TAF II s. This is followed by the binding of TFIIB, which in turn facilitates the recruitment of both RNA polymerase II itself and TFIIF. Once positioned and activated, the initiation machine untwists the DNA in the vicinity of the transcription start site and the whole assembly undergoes substantial conformational transitions. To unravel the mechanistic complexity of this process, the spatial relationships of the individual components of the complex to each other must be established.
Transcription initiation at RNA polymerase II promoters in eukaryotes requires the assembly of a large multiprotein complex, containing both the polymerase itself and a host of associated factors. These act both to position the polymerase on the promoter DNA and to interact with transcriptional activators. This complex machine can exist independently as the polymerase II holoenzyme or may be assembled in situ on the promoter (reviewed in [1, 2] ). In the latter case, the initial step is the binding of the general transcription factor TFIID, itself a complex containing the TATA-binding protein (TBP) and an assemblage of associated proteins, termed TAF II s. This is followed by the binding of TFIIB, which in turn facilitates the recruitment of both RNA polymerase II itself and TFIIF. Once positioned and activated, the initiation machine untwists the DNA in the vicinity of the transcription start site and the whole assembly undergoes substantial conformational transitions. To unravel the mechanistic complexity of this process, the spatial relationships of the individual components of the complex to each other must be established.
An important initial step towards achieving this goal was the determination of the structure of the TBP-TATA box complex [3, 4] , which showed that TBP provides the scaffold for formation of a functional initiation complex by inserting a hydrophobic wedge into the minor groove of the TATA box. This interaction results in a substantial untwisting of the TATA box itself, coupled to topological compensation in the form of a positive writhe of the DNA helical axis [3] [4] [5] [6] . Such a mode of binding, which is also observed for the HMG-domain transcription factors SRY and LEF-1 [7] [8] [9] , could serve both to open up negatively writhed DNA in chromatin, and thereby exclude nucleosomes, and also to bring the initiation complex into close spatial proximity with activating factors. A recent analysis by Guzikevich-Guerstein and Shakked [10] of the severe distortion of the DNA within the TATA region itself has shown that, on average, the DNA adopts a novel conformation, termed TA-DNA, in which the base pairs are inclined at ~50° to the helical axis, in comparison to values of ~20°a nd ~0° for A and B DNA, respectively. The transition from a canonical A-DNA could be simply effected by a rotation of ~45° around the glycosidic bond. In the complex itself, bending is uneven, occurring principally at the kinks at the extremities of the TATA box which are induced by the partial intercalation of phenylalanine residues initially into the proximal TA step.
The next step in initiation-complex formation is the placement of TFIIB on the scaffold. This protein comprises a proteolytically stable carboxy-terminal domain, containing two direct repeats of 84 amino acids, and an amino-terminal domain which includes a potential zincbinding sequence. The recent determinations of the structure of the former domain both in solution [11] and crystallized in a ternary complex with TBP and the TATA box [12] have clarified the assembly process. These structures show that each direct repeat adopts a fold which, as predicted from their related amino-acid sequences [13] , is very similar to part of cyclin A. In the ternary complex, these two motifs are oriented differently relative to each other than they are in the solution structure, both making contact with the sugar-phosphate backbone of essentially one face on the DNA, thus bridging across one side of the TBP-induced bend (Fig. 1) . The complex of TFIIB with TBP-TATA is also stabilized by direct protein-protein contacts between TFIIB and the carboxy-terminal 'stirrup' of TBP, most of which involve the first direct repeat of the former [11, 12] . The bridging of the DNA 'saddle' by TFIIB's carboxyterminal domain places the protein's amino-terminus facing towards the transcription start site, with the closest approach at base pair 14. This location can easily accommodate the recruitment of TFIIF, which contacts the promoter DNA at position -19, but leaves unexplained the involvement of TFIIB in start-site recognition. Recently, however, the studies on the carboxy-terminal domain of TFIIB have been complemented by the determination of the solution structure of the 49 amino-terminal residues of an archaebacterial TFIIB [14] , which is highly homologous to its eukaryotic counterparts. The essential element of this domain, which bears a striking structural homology to the transcriptional elongation factor TFIIS [15] , is a zinc ribbon comprising a three-stranded ␤ sheet stabilized by a tetrahedrally coordinated zinc atom at one end of the elongated structure.
This amino-terminal region of TFIIB is essential for RNA polymerase II recruitment, for start-site selection and for interaction with certain transcriptional activators. Unfortunately, there is a significant gap between the amino-terminal TFIIB fragment whose structure is now known [14] and the carboxy-terminal core of TFIIB, so that the former's disposition relative to the remainder of TFIIB is difficult to predict with any confidence. Nevertheless, the amino-terminal end of TFIIB may extend towards the transcription start site and, by analogy with TFIIS, interact with the DNA in that region.
The ternary complex of TATA box, TBP and TFIIB presents exposed surfaces for interaction with other components of the transcription initiation machine -notably the acidic domain of activators such as VP16, which interacts with the first direct repeat of TFIIB [16] . In addition, protease protection studies indicate that TAF II 42 may also be in close proximity to TFIIB [17] . This TAF, together with TAF II 62 and TAF II 30 -the nomenclature refers to the Drosophila forms of the proteins (for a full discussion, see [18] ) -form a group of highly conserved TFIID components with amino-terminal regions that show strong sequence similarity to the core histones H3, H4 and H2B, respectively [19] .
The predicted parallel in three-dimensional structure between the TAFs and core histones has now been dramatically confirmed by the determination of the crystal structure, at 2 Å resolution, of a complex between the amino-terminal domains of Drosophila TAF II 42 (dTAF42) and TAF II 62 (dTAF62) [18] . The structure reveals that not only do these regions of the two TAFs adopt a canonical histone fold (Fig. 2a,b) [20] , but they also form heterodimers (Fig. 2c) , which themselves dimerize to give a heterotetramer that closely resembles the tetramer of histones H3 and H4 that forms the core of the histone octamer.
This structural analogy between TAF II 30, 42 and 62 and their histone counterparts is further strengthened by the observation that the human equivalents of the Drosophila TAFs interact preferentially with the complementary histone homologues [21] . Thus, hTAF II 20, the human equivalent of Drosophila TAF II 30 [22] , preferentially interacts, like histone H2B, with histone H2A. Similarly, the human equivalents of dTAF42 and TAF II 62 interact preferentially with histones H4 and H3, respectively, No TAF with homology to H2A has yet been characterized, but TAF II 20 readily forms dimers. Taken together, the evidence thus suggests that TFIID may contain a structure that resembles the histone octamer, and which also has the potential to make direct contacts with TBP [22] .
What would be the purpose of such a structure? Although the possibility that such a subassembly engages primarily in protein-protein interactions within the initiation complex cannot be excluded, it seems far more likely that Structural homologies between (a) dTAF42 and histone H3; (b) dTAF62 and histone H4; and (c) the dTAF42-dTAF62 dimer and the H3-H4 dimer (graphic courtesy S.K. Burley).
these TAFs directly bind DNA and help define the trajectory of the promoter DNA. The location of the region of TFIIB that they appear to interact with suggests that the TAFs are located on the downstream side of the TATA box. In such a position, the TAFs could contribute to the downstream wrapping of DNA which is apparent in the later stages of initiation-complex formation. Alternatively, they could stabilize the formation by upstream DNA of a loop analogous to those formed at certain prokaryotic transcription-initiation complexes. There are some indications that the interactions of these TAFs with promoter DNA are dependent on the presence of transcriptional activators. At present, this is just a passing glimpse into the operation of the machine. The challenge for the future is to convert our current static snapshot of the initiation complex to a description of the intimate workings of a machine designed for polymerase capture, promoter opening and polymerase escape.
